
painting & decorating 

Painting & decorating has been 
strong over the last 12 months. 

What factors are behind this? Is it 
solely due to the work in Auckland 

and Christchurch? And what factors 
are influencing consumers?  

Phil Weafer reports. 

picturePainting a nicer
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LOOKING AT THE hardware channel as a whole, there is an air 
of overriding excitement about what the coming months and 
years hold. By all accounts, painting & decorating is in the 
same boat, with the category showing some strong growth in 
recent times.

Many of the players consulted for this piece reported 
continuing strong growth on last year and, happily, they are to 
a man predicting a similarly strong season ahead as we move 
closer to summer. 

What’s behind this? Paul Yaxley at Haydn Brush points to 
Auckland and Christchurch as key factors contributing to the 
growth. But he also points to the election as a reason the market 
may be slowing down around the period preceding and possibly 
following the General Election on 20 September.

“The market has been strong in Auckland and Christchurch 
with the real work still yet to come. The rest of the country has 
seen modest growth although after the elections I expect this 
to lift. 

“I just feel that everything tends to go into a holding 

pattern at election time and it’s quite normal for the rest of 
the country to be dragged along by the coat tails of the better 
performing regions.”

NOT ALL JUST NEW BUILDS
Painting & decorating differs from many of the categories 
covered in these pages in that much of the business is driven by 
renovation work, rather than almost solely by new home builds. 

Richard Percy, Managing Director at Paint Aids, sees 
both the renovation and rebuild markets going strong for the 
company: “The 12 month residential consents year on year are 
up 24% which is the highest I think since 2007. And of those 
increases, 58% comes out of Auckland and Christchurch. So that 
tells you where the demand is coming from. 

“Having said that though, obviously new housing drives 
demand and confidence but our business is still heavily geared 
towards the renovation market, probably 70% of it. And the 
value of that work has also increased in the region of 27% year-
on-year. So both are going reasonably well. Christchurch has 
been a little bit slower than expected but in general the market is 
quite buoyant.”

These sentiments about business being driven by both 
trade and consumer, are echoed by Bostik’s Paul O’Reilly: “In 
Auckland in particular people are very indecisive purchasing 
new property and are then deciding to instead just renovate 
the property they are in already. So that certainly helps us with 
fillers, wallboard adhesives, those kinds of things.”

Renovations are also a driving factor behind the success that 
the Dulux paint company has had over the last 12 months. 
National Retail Sales Manager Darren Newland says that with 
the economy moving in the right direction there is a lot more 
positivity around the market.

“There is a lot more confidence, I believe, from consumers in 
terms of people wanting to do a lot more refresh work on their 
properties where they may have held off in the last couple of 
years from doing some of that general maintenance stuff and 
that’s starting to kick back in.”

Award Concepts’ Sales Manager Darryl Patterson agrees 
with all this but adds that the recent hard work put in by the 
company has added to this lift in the market.

“We are pleased with where we are going, our market share 
has lifted and we think it’s due to the work and effort put into 
our research and development. Our new products are making it 

“Business is still heavily geared towards the 
renovation market, probably 70% of it. And 
the value of that work has also increased in 
the region of 27% year-on-year”

Nothing wishi-washi about 
this masking tape
Tapespec is bringing a range of the Japanese-made Washi 
Masking Tape to New Zealand. The range comes in a 6-colour 

adhesion guide ranging from 1 to 6 (low/medium to medium/

high adhesion). With a smooth release off the roll, Washi Masking 

Tape excels with straight line masking as it does not bow on 

application. 

The semi-transparency of the tape allows a visual for full 

surface contact and avoids paint bleed. It is also ultra-thin for 

razor sharp lines and this also means no paint build-up occurs. 

Suitable for both interior and exterior use with clean removal as 

it uses an acrylic adhesive. The low/medium adhesion is suitable 

for most fresh painted surfaces at least 24 hours old. Surface 

testing is recommended prior to application.

www.tapespec.co.nz 
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The future of paint is in science.

LEADING PAINT BRANDS

For more than 200 years, Valspar has been 
the paint of the future. Never more so than 
now, where our commitment to research 
and development of high performance 
coatings brings rewards every day to 
professional painters in 25 countries.

We have more than 1,000 scientists working 
around the world, with an R&D budget 
exceeding $US120 million. The advances 

made in these fields feed through directly 
to our established and new paint brands. 

By continuing to innovate, we will be able 
to offer specifiers, resellers and painting 
contractors a new generation of high 
performance products to complement 
our current leading paint brands, Wattyl, 
Taubmans and Granosite.

valspar.co.nz
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a lot easier for the consumer to use, so some of the innovations 
in our product are helping to increase our sales as well.”

WHAT’S TRENDING UPWARDS?
So what trends are emerging? Depending on who you speak to, 
it can be colour trends, product trends or even how consumers 
purchase and research their products.

Paint Aids’ Richard Percy looks at the type of building that 
is going ahead in some of the major regions as something to 
keep an eye on and front of mind. Pointing to the increase in 
Auckland of apartments, townhouses and retirement homes, 
Percy feels that this should be looked at as a potential to generate 
some serious revenue. 

“You’re seeing established and emerging retirement home 
companies announcing big chunks of land and you’re looking 
at 1,500-2,000 units in the next 12 months. So certainly new 
building in retirement homes is happening.”

In terms of trending products, Percy says because the dollar 
has been so high a number of companies in the painting and 
decorating market have been importing the same brands into 
New Zealand. Th e negative net result has been “a race to the 
bottom both in terms of price and mentality”, he says.

Paul Yaxley over at Haydn Brush looks at the criteria that are 
fundamental to the operation of businesses in the category. “In 
a general sense I see that omni-channel marketing is becoming 
the norm as businesses strive to stay relevant to the all-powerful 
consumer. 

“Th e real trick to maintaining consumer attention, however, 
is to keep evolving as tomorrow’s solutions are likely to be 
products that don’t even exist yet. We’re just constantly in a 
reinvention process.”

INFORMATION AT THE READY
With consumers entering stores equipped with more knowledge 
than ever before, what impact has this had on the relationship 
between suppliers, retailers and consumers?

Paul Yaxley believes this has resulted in more of a focus 
on retail education. “I think it’s absolutely vital with the 
proliferation of products available that retail staff  are fully 
trained to ensure that the right decisions are made and of course 
the ultimate result is to satisfy an informed, hopefully loyal 
customer base.”

Bostik’s Paul O’Reilly agrees with the importance of suppliers 
aiding with the training of retail staff  to ensure that the best 
results are being delivered to consumers: “I can’t speak for the 
DIY side of things, but certainly in the trade stores that we are 
involved in training is very important.

“A lot of the stores have high turnover in staff  so you really 
have to keep training and talking to people about your product. 
And when you get a new product on board it’s essential that you 
go in and demonstrate those to the staff  in store and we also do a 
lot of things like trade breakfasts where you’re actually talking to 
the builders.”

O’Reilly feels that events such as this are also very important 
in maintaining relationships in the trade, and in turn aids any 
additional training that comes with new products.

A SOCIAL NETWORK
Th e information that end users are consuming is coming from 
a variety of sources – online via social media and in-store with 

“In Auckland in particular people are very 
indecisive purchasing new property and 
are then deciding to instead just renovate 
the property they are in already”

Dulux NZ uses retro styling to 
help celebrate 75 years
This year sees Dulux celebrating 75 years of operation in New 

Zealand. To commemorate the occasion, Dulux has launched 

retro paint pails, in 4 and 10L sizes, into the retail market for a 

limited time. The company’s history as brought many changes 

over the years from its beginnings in 1939 when BALM Paints 

acquired New Zealand ownership of Dulux to now, where it has 

become the maker of among the most trusted paint brands for 

Kiwis. A special vintage colour palette is also being released to 

mark the occasion comprising of 10 on-trend colours from the 

Dulux Colours of New Zealand range. 

www.dulux.co.nz 
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“Surface testing
recommended”
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ACCORDING TO A “big picture” study conducted by Freedonia 
Group earlier this year, global demand for paint and coatings is 

forecast to rise 5.2% per year to 51.6 million metric tons in 2017, 

worth US$186 billion. 

Paint demand not just housing-led – Advances will be driven by a 

strong rebound in global building construction, particularly in North 

America, Europe and Japan, which will fuel increased demand for 

architectural paint. 

Manufacturing and speciality coatings will also grow at a more 

rapid pace, benefitting from an improved outlook for motor vehicle 

production and overall industrial output. However, gains will be 

limited by the increased use of higher quality coatings in both the 

developed and developing world, reducing the volumes necessary to 

complete a given paint job. 

Water-based coatings and other high solids formulations will 

gain share over solvent borne products in virtually all world 

markets, as paint makers continue to reduce emissions of volatile 

organic compounds (VOCs) in coatings to comply with government 

regulations and consumer preferences.

Architectural market to remain dormant – Architectural markets 

will continue to account for the majority of paint and coatings 

demand in 2017. Demand will be fuelled by an improved outlook for 

residential building activity in high income countries, as well as rising 

urbanisation and housing construction spending in the developing 

world. 

Coatings demand in manufacturing applications will benefit from 

an uptick in world motor vehicle production, while an improvement 

in building construction activity will boost demand for furniture 

coatings. 

Maintenance and speciality markets will be driven by rising 

demand for protective coatings in industrial and oil and gas 

applications, as well as for auto refinish paints and road and bridge 

coatings.

Asia/Pacific region to stay largest, fastest-growing – The Asia/

Pacific region will continue to be the largest and fastest growing 

coatings market through 2017, rising to account for half of global 

demand. 

Gains will be led by robust growth in China, the world’s largest 

coating market, although advances will slow somewhat from the 

double-digit annual pace of the 2002-2012 period. Even faster 

growing is the forecast for the large Indian market, while other 

countries in Asia such as Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam will also 

see strong gains. 

In North America, a marked turnaround in building construction 

activity will fuel healthy growth in demand, while Western Europe 

and Japan will see similar (though slower) rebounds in the coatings 

market. Among the other areas of the world, best opportunities are 

expected in the Africa/Mideast region, albeit from a low base.

www.freedoniagroup.com 

Advances in world paint and coatings sales will be driven  
by a strong rebound in building
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“Surface testing
recommended”
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• 60 days exterior use (UV light & general weather conditions).
• Smooth release o�  the roll.
• Excellent for straight line masking, does not bow on application.
• Semi-transparent allows a visual for full surface contact & avoids 

paint bleed.
• Ultra thin for razor sharp lines.
• 100% NZ owned and operated.
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the use of QR codes on products are two such examples of the 
various ways that consumers are interacting with suppliers and 
learning more about products and promotional activity. 

Darryl Patterson says Award Concepts has seen an increase in 
online interaction with consumers: “We are finding that people 
are using smart phones so much more than before. We have also 
had a lot of people using the QR code on our products to get 
information on products. 

“We also have found a big lift on the Wagner website; people 
are going there for product information and education. We’ve 
also seen a big lift on our social media too.”

Bostik is another company that has put a lot of work  
into its website but it’s the interaction it develops that is 
becoming increasingly important. Paul O’Reilly: “We know 
for a fact that a lot of people go online to research a product, 
look at the data sheet and can come back to you after they’ve 
read it. 

“So it’s very interesting talking to them because they have the 
information in front of them and they can then in turn ask you 
questions in relation to that information where previously they 
haven’t been able to do that.”

Richard Percy has also seen an increase in the number of 
people using the Paint Aids website and iPhone app, but feels 
that ultimately the New Zealand consumer is more than happy 
to physically interact with a retailer. Still, the app, which helps 
users choose the right equipment, has been very successful for 
the company with around 55,000 downloads.

And again interaction with consumers is taking place but 
in this case they end up going to see a retailer. “It’s still really 
nice for people to go in-store and have confidence talking to an 
experienced, knowledgeable staff member,” he emphasises.

MARINATING RELATIONSHIPS
With so much information available at the touch of a button 
for consumers, more emphasis than ever is being placed on 
the relationship between suppliers and retailers to ensure that 
consumers are greeted with well-educated staff members. 

Dulux’s Darren Newland says: “The more we can do to 

Foam means eight times 
more coverage
DAP SmartBond Construction Adhesives use a unique 

technology that applies as a foam and transforms by collapsing 

into a high-strength, fast-curing adhesive gel. Available in 

Subfloor, Landscape and Heavy Duty variants, there is an option 

available for whatever job you are doing. DAP SmartBond is a 

moisture cure polyurethane adhesive so to cure, it draws water 

from the air. When applied as a foam, there’s a huge amount of 

surface area to quickly pull in moisture. Then, DAP SmartBond 

is engineered to transform and “collapse”. Unlike other foam 

adhesives, this unique collapsing action quickly turns the foam 

into a thick, viscous gel that doesn’t blow away in a stiff wind 

or from the turbulence of a plywood panel being dropped on 

top of it. 

This technology also allows DAP SmartBond to provide 8 

times the coverage of traditional adhesives. One 590ml can 

of DAP SmartBond Subfloor Adhesive equals the coverage 

of eight 828ml subfloor cartridge construction adhesives. 

One 355ml can of DAP SmartBond Heavy Duty or Landscape 

Adhesive equals the coverage of eight 300ml cartridges of 

construction adhesive. Not only does it save you money, but 

saves time swapping over cartridge after cartridge.

www.haydn.co.nz 
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Valspar, the US-based coatings and paint company,  
has enjoyed a reputation for technological advances  
and product innovation for many years. This reputation 
was further enhanced when Valspar was recognised at 
the John Deere Innovations Awards in 2013.

The acknowledgment was for a recent breakthrough 
development in powder coatings - Valspar Valde® ECP.  
This two coat powder coating system delivers superior 
edge corrosion resistance, but only requires one trip 
through the cure oven. The net impact is a lean and low 
cost mechanism to deliver the corrosion performance 
required by the heavy machinery industry.

Coatings innovator wins 
further recognition.

Continued commitment to research and development  
at Valspar now sees more than USD $120 million spent 
annually on scientific programmes aimed at delivering 
differentiated coatings solutions. More than 1,000 
chemists and material scientists work in Valspar 
laboratories globally.

The official swimming stadium for the Beijing Olympics,  
the 50 kilometre long Hong Kong to Macao Bridge and 
the  Getty Museum are among the more significant 
buildings and structures around the world to be 
protected by Valspar technology. 

Valspar’s technology edge is seen right here in 
New Zealand in the company’s leading paint brands, 
Wattyl, Taubmans and Granosite. 

Valspar Advertorial

LEADING PAINT BRANDS

National Aquatics Centre - Beijing, ChinaValspar old corporate HQ, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA

valspar.co.nz

AUTOMATIC CLAMPING – GYRO ACTION

Mixes oil- or 
water- based paint 
using an effi cient 
gyroscopic action. 
Accommodates 
most common can 
sizes and styles 
from 0.5-20 litre. For 
smaller containers, 
processes up to 
four simultaneously.

• Accommodates most common 
sizes of cans and pails

• For cans smaller than 200mm dia, 
mixes four at a time

• Lower plate slides out to facilitate 
loading and unloading

• Combined revolution and rotation 
for effi cient mixing

• Auto can clamping and releasing
• Automatically identifi es can size 

and adjusts rotation rate
• Programmable mixing time

www.formula.co.nz
Ph: 0800 436 768

Time to mix-it-up with a new
FORMULA 
PAINT MIXER?
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TV AS AN INSPIRATION?
As well as all of the information available through the internet, 
the proliferation of interior decoration and style magazines, 
home improvement and DIY television programmes has 
seen more access than ever to design ideas and concepts for 
consumers. 

Do these shows and magazines actually impact on the 
attitudes of consumers? Gauging opinion from the suppliers 
consulted for this piece, the majority would say yes. 

Darren Newland at Dulux feels that these shows and 
magazines help show consumers that many of the paint effects 
they had envisioned in their homes are feasible. 

“They definitely get inspired, without a doubt. There is 
definitely a direct correlation between people seeing that sort 
of thing and getting the idea and inspiration to start a project 
themselves.”

Darryl Patterson is another that feels these shows have not 
only educated and influenced consumers but have also led to 
increased business and sales of painting & decorating products. 

“I think those shows have impacted on the attitudes of 
consumers. It’s two fold where in some cases, consumers will see 
those shows and feel somewhat inspired to go out and do those 
things themselves. On the other hand, with the work we put into 
the products, they are easier to use and consumers are getting 
more success out of using them.”

In contrast, and with a bit of a lull around the election in 
mind, Haydn Brush’s Paul Yaxley doesn’t feel that these shows 
have impacted much on the attitudes of Kiwi consumers. 
Instead he feels that this is an area where New Zealanders have 
traditionally been strong and, in terms of what is driving the 
market, places greater importance on other factors.

“If anything in recent times the debt risk aversion and the 
GFC and rising interest rates are likely to offset any positive 
stimulus that these shows might generate outside of their 
obvious entertainment value. I think at the moment that ties in 
with the fact that DIY traditionally goes into a holding pattern 
pre-election.”

But, with consumers continuing to look for inspiration and 
education from an ever increasing range of sources, despite a 
hiatus around voting time, it could well be that the good times 
will keep rolling.  

make sure that the people in the retail stores are well trained 
is vital. The reality is that e-learning online is huge. More 
and more now, people will pick up a smart device, YouTube 
something and get a step-by-step guide of how to do 
something and that gives consumers a lot more confidence to 
give things a go.

“There are varying degrees of information out there but 
having good quality information is what really makes the 
difference as well.”

As well as in-store training, Darryl Patterson says that Award 
Concepts also places a lot of importance on in-store interaction 
with consumers.

“We do a lot of in-house training for the staff so that they are 
happy and comfortable using the product and also that they 
transfer that to their customers. We also have in-store touch 
screen TVs that show the product and also facilities that allow 
staff to use them as a training guide as well. So when a customer 
comes in, the staff member can bring them to one of these 
screens and shows them training as far as the use of the machine 
and the product.”

And, by way of proof of the worth of such an investment, 
Patterson says that each time the company conducts in-store 
training with retail staff, sales increase in the specific area. 

“Because the dollar has been so high 
a number of companies have been 
importing the same brands into New 
Zealand. The negative net result has been 
‘a race to the bottom both in terms of price 
and mentality’”
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was further enhanced when Valspar was recognised at 
the John Deere Innovations Awards in 2013.

The acknowledgment was for a recent breakthrough 
development in powder coatings - Valspar Valde® ECP.  
This two coat powder coating system delivers superior 
edge corrosion resistance, but only requires one trip 
through the cure oven. The net impact is a lean and low 
cost mechanism to deliver the corrosion performance 
required by the heavy machinery industry.
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further recognition.
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at Valspar now sees more than USD $120 million spent 
annually on scientific programmes aimed at delivering 
differentiated coatings solutions. More than 1,000 
chemists and material scientists work in Valspar 
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The official swimming stadium for the Beijing Olympics,  
the 50 kilometre long Hong Kong to Macao Bridge and 
the  Getty Museum are among the more significant 
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